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ABSTRACT
In today’s digital society, people are often required to enter their home or office
addresses on forms available online. It is not uncommon for people to introduce some
minor mistakes, such as misspelled addresses, or incorrect postal codes/zip codes. Such
mistakes made by the user can be quite problematic when automated systems must process
their request. For example, if a person orders something online providing the incorrect
postal code in the entered address, this mistake could lead to delay in the delivery of the
item or even worse, the item may remain undelivered. To avoid such situations, these
systems often use a machine learning technique called ‘Matching Dependency’ which has
been proven helpful in making recommendations for the correction of any incorrect value
in the input address. This technique uses a binary search algorithm to reduce the number
of cycles the process has to go through to make recommendations. Our exploration of one
possible implementation of this algorithm uses our own synthesized sample data sets
instead of real user input with the external data. External data has been used as the
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authenticated data source to verify the user input data. We compare our synthesized user
input data with the external data that is considered to be completely trust worthy. The
system then makes possible recommendations based on the correctness of the user input.
The evaluation was mainly done on two different sizes of data sets, 1000 and 15000.
The results had zero false negatives, few false positives, and mostly relevant
recommendations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Problem Statement
Humans have witnessed a substantial decrease in mundane physical efforts with the help
of computers. In other words, we are becoming more dependent on machines day by day.
In the previous era, in school, government sector, private sector or hospital, all the
data/records used to be physical or on papers/files. It would be completely natural to make
mistakes while having this data secured on file or paper.
In today’s world, all the hand written work and physical files either have turned or are
being turned into soft copies everyday. It would not be a surprise to expect mistakes in the
results after getting the data fed into a system by humans. Spelling mistakes, wrong value
selection and other reasons could lead to such errors. The most common entered values by
any human nowadays are their names, phone numbers, and addresses while signing up on
any website, where a person’s name cannot be standardized. The same name can be spelled
in several ways as per the sound. For example, “Begbie Street” is a common street name
in British Columbia, which may be spelled as “Begbee Street” or “Bagbee Street” because
it would sound similar to the original street.
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This report illustrates how we can avoid mistakes in the addresses of USA/Canada
entered by any user on a system. We have tried to achieve accuracy in getting the address
corrected in case of any mistake, which includes street name, city, province, country, and
postal code.
To handle such errors, we have used a recently proposed machine learning technique
‘Matching Dependency Technique’ [3] which is a part of machine learning. As per the
name, this technique uses a reliable external source of data which helps in verifying and
validating the user input data. If the entered address happens to have any incorrect values,
then this algorithm tries to make recommendations to the user with the set of possible
correct addresses.

1.2 My Contribution
I started my research by going through the papers of machine learning and techniques to
explore data cleaning [3] [9]. The Matching Dependency technique seemed very promising
for data cleaning process, as the results were more accurate and efficient. The other
techniques were able to fix partial errors. I chose the USA/Canada addresses which any
user living in either country would be entering online.
I started the implementation using Python language by having sample data sets of external
source of data and user input data. Here, external source data is the authorized and reliable
data which I used to verify and validate the user input data. As per the name, user input
data is the data entered by any user.
In this project, I took street name, city, province, country and postal code into consideration
for the data cleaning process. For instance, if the user happens to make a mistake in the
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postal code while entering the address, then this algorithm is likely to detect it by validating
it using the external source of data and recommend all possible postal codes that satisfy the
other address values i.e., street name, city, province and country.

1.3 Report Structure
This section provides the information about what each Chapter contains:
Chapter 2 provides the explanation about the technique implemented.
Chapter 3 explains the implementation strategy and the data used.
Chapter 4 shows our evaluation with the several data sets and their results.
Chapter 5 contains the possible future work for the implemented technique, and concludes
the purpose and implementation of the project.
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Chapter 2

Background
This chapter discusses the background of the machine learning technique, Matching
Dependency which has been implemented for cleaning up the data sets that might contain
errors in addresses.

2.1 Matching Dependency Technique
As per the name, the Matching Dependency technique requires a source of data which can
be used as an authenticated source. This authenticated data helps in verifying the
correctness of the input by matching them together for the cleaning process.
To understand it better, lets take an example. We have an external (authenticated) data
source of addresses for Chicago, Illinois as shown in Figure 2.1 below.
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Figure 2.1: External information, address listings in Chicago

The user input data sets are in Figure 2.2:

Figure 2.2: User input data sets

The user data sets in Figure 2.2 have bad input data which can be seen clearly by comparing
these data sets with the external source of data in Figure 2.1. The zip code in row 2 and 3
seem to be incorrect, the business name and city in row 4 also seem to be incorrect.
We have certain dependencies which would be helpful in the clean up process of the user
data using the external data. These dependencies are shown in Figure 2.3:

Figure 2.3: Matching dependencies
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Here matching dependencies are the possible signals which help in identifying and
correcting the bad input data by comparing them with the external source of data.
Using the matching dependencies and the external data, the results in Figure 2.4 have been
achieved:

Figure 2.4: Repair using matching dependency technique
The repaired output data sets we get with the help of the external data and their possible
matching dependencies, have a correct city in row 4 and a correct zip code in row 2 and 3.
The business name in row 4 could not be repaired as the external data did not have any
information about the business name column.
The pseudo code for the implemented algorithm is given below:
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Set testData = list() #Create list of list with the test data
Set trainData = list() #Create list of list with the training data
Set indexValue = list()
testDataStreet = sorted list of street names with their index from trainData
testDataCity = sorted list of city names with their index from trainData
testDataProvince = sorted list of province names with their index from trainData
testDataZipCode = sorted list of zip codes with their index from trainData
for each data from the testData do
streetIndexResults = binarySearch(testDataStreet, first element of data)
Set indexValue = list()
cityIndexResults = binarySearch(testDataCity, first element of data)
Set indexValue = list()
provinceIndexResults = binarySearch(testDataProvince, first element of data)
Set indexValue = list()
zipCodeIndexResults = binarySearch(testDataZipCode, first element of data)
Set indexValue = list()
commonIndex = set(streetIndexResults) & set(cityIndexResults) &
set(provinceIndexResults) & set(zipCodeIndexResults)
Set commonIndicesCount = dict()
if not commonIndex then
allResultsList = list(streetIndexResults, cityIndexResults,
provinceIndexResults, zipCodeIndexResults)
for each attrResultList from the allResultsList do
for each index from the attrResultList do
if index in keys of commonIndicesCount then
Increment commonIndicesCount[index] by 1
else then
Set commonIndicesCount[index] = 1
end if
end for
end for
Set mostFrequentIndices = maximum of values of commonIndicesCount
recommendations = get the most frequent indices from
mostFrequentIndices
for each recommendation from the recommendations do
print trainData[recommendation]
end for
end if
end for

The implemented algorithm has followed the steps given below:


The algorithm takes the user input and authenticated data in the two-dimensional
list format, where every list (inside the list) has the address.
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Another two-dimensional list is created for individual address item (for Street
Name/City/Province/Postal Code) separately from the authenticated data, that
contains the sorted address item along with the original indexing.
The user input data runs in a loop to get a single address at a time to verify its
authenticity. Within the loop, a new list of original indices from external data for
an individual input address item is created. This list is retrieved from binary search
function, which takes input address item and a two-dimensional list of external
address item along with their indices.
The binary search function keeps searching for the sent input address item in a list
of external address item and records all the indices of external address item into a
list when the match is found.
After getting all the separate lists of original indices for input address items, a check
of common indices for all lists is done. If a common index is found among the lists,
then it verifies the correctness of input address. Otherwise, the input address has
errors in it.
To recommend the correct address for a negative case, all the separate lists of
original indices are put as an item into a new list. A new dictionary is created now
to have all the indices as keys and their counts as values from this two-dimensional
list.
Using max function, the highest value from the dictionary is retrieved and saved in
a new variable. Then a loop on the keys of dictionary runs following an if condition,
where the value is retrieved from dictionary using its key. If the retrieved value is
equal to max function value, then the key is stored in a list for recommendation.
Finally, a loop runs on the list of recommendation to extract out the original indices
of authenticated data to make recommendations for the specific input data. Those
results are printed as recommendations.
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Chapter 3

Design and Implementation
This Chapter discusses the design of the prototype, how it was implemented, the logic used
for evaluation and how the desired results have been achieved to recommend the possible
correct addresses.

3.1 Technology Used
The general problem was to clean user input data with the help of authenticated data. There
are a number of machine learning techniques which would be helpful for cleaning up the
data [9]. In this project, matching dependency technique was chosen [3].
This method is dependent on the external source of authenticated data which could be of
any data type, for example –




dictionaries
lists
two dimensional lists

Python and repl.it [4] (an online interpreter) were used to implement this technique.
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Figure 3.1: repl.it online interpreter homepage
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3.2 Data
The user input data used in this project, which contains the lists of addresses, is manually
created. Even though this data may not exist in real, the format used is the same as any
existing address.
In our sample data, we have considered:






Street name
City
Province
Country
Postal Code/Zip Code

This data typically is used for USA and Canada, as every other country could have its own
address format. USA/Canada addresses are pretty much similar; the only difference is in
the formatting of postal code or zip code.
For Canadian postal code, it’s a six-character alphanumeric string (example: ANA NAN,
where A represents an alphabetic character and N represents a numeric character).

Figure 3.2: Canadian Postal Code structure
FSA stands for Forward Sortation Area [1] which is a first half portion of the postal code.
It represents a specific area within a major geographic province or region. The first
character of FSA identifies one of the 18 major provinces, districts or geographic areas as
shown in Figure given below:
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Figure 3.3: First segment of the Postal Code
The second character of FSA identifies either an urban Postal Code which is a numeral
from 1 to 9 (ex. V8N), or a rural Postal Code which is numeral 0 (ex. A0A). The third
character of FSA segment (E2J) in conjunction with the first two characters, identifies the
exact area in the town or city or other geographic region.

Figure 3.4: FSA example
LDU stands for Local Delivery Unit, which is the combination of last three postal code
characters, identifies the address more accurately within the range of given FSA or Forward
Sortation Area. In urban areas, the last three postal code characters may indicate a single
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building, a specific city block, or a large-volume mail receiver. In rural area, the last three
postal code characters along with the forward sortation area, identify a specific rural
community.
For American zip code, it’s a five-digit numeric value (example: NNNNN, where N
represents a numeric character). The USA is divided into geographical areas and the first
digit of zip code identifies one of these area:

Figure 3.5: USA Zip Code first digit details [2]
The next two digits in the zip code identify the region in that geographical area. The first
three digits together show the Sectional center facility [12]. The fourth and fifth digits
identify the city or a village/town.
The data sets which were used as unclean user input data and external source of data in this
project are given below:
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Figure 3.6: User input data with uncleaned data sets

Figure 3.7: External data which has authenticated data sets of addresses
After running the algorithm on the above data sets, we get following results:
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Figure 3.8: Generated output (part 1) on running the algorithm
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Figure 3.9: Generated output (part 2) on running the algorithm

Since it is a small set of results, it can be seen manually that the results have two false
positives and zero false negatives. The recommendations which have false positives and
false negatives, also contain the relevant result.
The analysis results are given in Table 3.1:
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Table 3.1: Evaluation analysis data of 20 records
External data size

20

Test data size

8

No. of errors in test data

6

Type of Errors

Misspelled street name/city/province/country/ postal code

No. of recommendations

6

No. of false positives

2

No. of false negatives

0

Time taken

nearly 0.12 second

False positive is the count of the input records which have more than one
recommendations. False negative is the count of the input records which are valid but the
authenticated data does not have information about those records.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation
This chapter provides a brief evaluation of the Matching Dependency Technique with 968
and 14911 records of USA/Canada addresses, which were generated online.

4.1 Test Data Generation
The first task for the evaluation was to have some large amount of data to test the
implemented technique. This data needs to be in the following format for the USA/Canada:
[Street Name, City, Province, Country, Postal Code]
The online generated data was a complete address, which had the whole street address
instead of street name (shown in Figure 4.1). In this case it is important to note that French
is spoken and practiced in Quebec, Canada. The city names of Quebec are also in French.
Since I have only handled English language values in this project, I removed all the Quebec
records from the test data programmatically. After applying that filter, I got 968 addresses
from 1000 in a list of JSON format.
The next task was to fix the street address issue, in other words, I needed to convert the
street address into street name.
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Figure 4.1: Sample of online generated data [5]
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I downloaded a randomly generated list of 400 street names for North America. The
sample list is shown in Figure 4.2:

Figure 4.2: Sample of online generated street names [6] [7] [8]
I converted the above text data into a list of data programmatically. The sample list is
shown in Figure 4.3:

Figure 4.3: Sample list of online generated street names
The address data set had the whole street address, which I updated programmatically with
the list of street names shown in the above figures. This left 968 USA/Canada addresses
and 400 street names. For every 400 address records, the list of street names was used to
replace the street addresses consecutively. The sample of address records with updated
street names is shown in Figure 4.4:
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Figure 4.4: Sample authenticated data JSON for evaluation
The data shown in Figure 4.4 was considered as the authenticated data for evaluation
purposes. For the user input data which may contain misspelled/wrong values in the set of
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addresses, I copied every 10th dataset programmatically from the authenticated data and
stored it separately in another JSON file.
Since the user input data is retrieved from the authenticated data, I manually made mistakes
randomly in user input data JSON. The sample of user input data with incorrect values is
shown below in Figure 4.5:

Figure 4.5: Sample test data JSON for evaluation
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4.2 Evaluation
The test data JSON has a combination of misspelled/wrong street name, city, country,
province and postal code.
After running the implemented technique against the JSON files of test data and
authenticated data, we get the results shown in Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8:

Figure 4.6: Evaluation result part 1
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Figure 4.7: Evaluation result part 2
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Figure 4.8: Evaluation result part 3
The actual output is much longer than the results shown in the above figures. The analysis
of the above test is given in Table 4.1:
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Table 4.1: Evaluation analysis data of 968 records
External data size

968

Test data size

97

No. of errors in test data

41

Type of Errors

Misspelled street name/city/province/country/ postal code

No. of recommendations

41

No. of false positives

2

No. of false negatives

0

Time taken

nearly 0.45 second

4.3 Large Data Evaluation
Initially I created the data set of 1000 records to do the evaluation to test the implemented
technique. Another milestone was to test it with a data set larger than the initial evaluation.
This time I created 15000 address records for USA/Canada (7500 each) in the same way.
Afterwards I took out 1500 records from large data JSON (every 10th record)
programmatically and saved it in another JSON file separately, which will be used as user
input data.
Currently the user input data has clean records. So I inserted incorrect values into user input
data programmatically in the following way:






Every 5th street name is set to “bad_street_name”
Every 10th city name is set to “bad_city_name”
Every 20th province name is set to “bad_province_name”
Every 40th country name is set to “bad_country_name”
Every 12th postal code is set to “bad_zipCode”, where the record divisible by 10
was ignored.
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If all the values of an address are wrong in the user input data, then the algorithm will fail
because of its design. We have used max() in Python, which will throw ValueError if an
empty sequence is provided to it. So, while creating user input data, I made sure that no
address record is completely wrong.
The evaluation results with the large data set are shown in Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10, Figure
4.11:
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Figure 4.9: Large-data evaluation result part 1
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Figure 4.10: Large-data evaluation result part 2
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Figure 4.11: Large-data evaluation result part 3
The above results are the starting piece of actual result, which is huge in size. The
analysis of the test with 15000 records is given in Table 4.2:
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Table 4.2: Evaluation analysis data of 14911 records
External data size

14911

Test data size

1492

No. of errors in test data

399

Type of Errors

Misspelled street name/city/province/country/ postal code

No. of recommendations

400

No. of false positives

11

No. of false negatives

0

Time taken

nearly 15 seconds

We did analysis with many other data sets of different sizes, from 2000 and 14000. The
recorded time for all the evaluations is shown in Figure 4.12:

Time
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Time

Figure 4.12: Time analysis for different sizes of data sets
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Table 4.3: The data of evaluation analysis for different sizes of data sets

The errors for the evaluation Table 4.3 are misspelled street name/city/province/country/
postal code.
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Another evaluation was done, where the user has entered valid data but the record is
missing in the authenticated data. The output is shown in Figure 4.13

Figure 4.13: Evaluation result when valid address is missing in external data
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To continue the evaluation with the above result, when I saved the entered address in the
authenticated data, the output did not recommend anything to the entered address.

Figure 4.14: Evaluation result after saving the valid address in authenticated data
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All the evaluations were done on a personal laptop with the following configurations:


System Model: HP Pavilion g6 Notebook PC



Processor: Intel Core i3-2350M CPU @ 2.30GHz



Installed Physical Memory (RAM): 6GB

The operating system is Microsoft Widows 10 Pro 10.0.17134 and the Python version is
3.6.1.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions
This chapter shows the possible future work, which can improve this algorithm. It also
concludes the work and my contributions.

We can conclude the following points from the performance of Matching Dependency
technique:


It can be one of the useful techniques in the clean up of any kind of data set which
has bad input data.



It is able to handle the large data sets as the binary search has been used, which
improves the search process efficiency.



The data set clean up process became easier as the implemented technique finds out
the unclean data sets and then makes corresponding possible recommendations.

5.1 Contributions
The following summarize the contributions of this project:
 Research was done with the papers on machine learning and techniques to explore
data cleaning [3] [9]. The Matching Dependency technique seemed promising for
data cleaning process.


I implemented the technique using Python language and self-created data sets, user
input data and authenticated data.
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For evaluation process, I generated large data sets of different sizes, ranging from
1000 to 15000.
To have deep analysis I evaluated time, size of user-input/authenticated data sets,
number of errors in user-input data, false positives, false negatives and type of
errors, for all different sizes of data sets.

5.2 Future Work
The matching dependency technique that has been implemented in this project, may be
improved as follows:


Street number can be added in the data sets, which would get more efficient results.



Another search algorithm such as Hash Tables, could be used instead of binary
search to make this implemented technique work more efficiently [10].



A more developed machine learning technique [11] could be used. For example, if
the street name is “Albion Road” and the user has entered the street name as
“Albion Rd”, then the advanced technique should find it as good input data and use
it as valid data to verify other entries for the same address.



The addresses in French (from Quebec, Canada) could also be handled.

All wrong values in an address could get relevant recommendations.
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Appendix
Binary Search pseudo code

function binarySearch(sortedList, item)
Set first = 0
Set last = length(sortedList) - 1
Set found = false
while first <= last AND not found do
Set midpoint = (first + last)//2
Set userInput = item.lower()
Set trainItem = second element of midpoint of sortedList
if trainItem = userInput then
indexValue.append(first element of midpoint of sortedList)
delete midpoint of sortedList
return binarySearch(sortedList, item)
else then
if userInput < trainItem then
last = midpoint - 1
else then
first = midpoint + 1
end if
end if
end while
return indexValue
end function

